Best regards syndicals
What could the Staff Cttee do
for colleagues suffering of nonrecognised serious illness…
Use its own budget ressources to cover the expensive
costs for therapy not reimbursed by our insurance
scheme!
SOCRATES (470 - 399 BC)
“All I know is that I know nothing”
«Εν οίδα ότι ουδέν οίδα»

When the oracle of Delphi was consulted
whether there was any man wiser than
Socrates, the Pythian prophetess replied
that no one was wiser! Socrates could not understand
what did God mean? He resolved to search out, so he
went to met some wise men among politicians, poets and
manual artisans…He soon discovered that “because he
performed his art nobly, each one deemed himself wisest
also in the other things, the greatest things- and this
discordant note of theirs seemed to hide that wisdom”
“I am wiser than this human being. For probably neither
of us knows anything noble and good, but he supposes
he knows something when he does not know, while I,
just as I do not know, do not even suppose that I do.”
HARASSMENT & GROUP DYNAMICS

“Just like in the office, they may recruit allies to do
the harassment. These allies take turns manipulating
and spreading rumours and lies about you …”
goodmenproject.com
“…One way to understand the insidious nature of this abuse is
to consider the example of workplace bullying. Initially one
person decides to psychologically terrorize you at work. Let’s
say that person talks to one or two others and convinces them
that you deserve to be harassed. The three of them tell others
and perhaps up to 10 people are primed to be against you.
Your attempts to inform management or H.R. are blocked by
the people who instigated the abuse. At worse the three original
bullies will get allies to do the day to day sabotaging of your
work performance.
The worst of these is when abusers use a range of tactics to
discredit the victim. These include cyber bullying, hacking,
stalking or speaking character defaming lies. Leaving your job
may be an effective way to stop the bullying. However, the
bullies may then decide to target you outside of work. Just like
in the office, they may recruit allies to do the harassment.
These allies take turns manipulating and spreading rumours
and lies about you; informing others that «there s something
wrong with you»
Sometimes those joining in on the abuse have no idea why
they re doing it. According to author Lynn Stuter “people
involved in gang-stalking display a common trait of needing to
feel that they have power over the target even thought they may
non know that person. Group dynamics, how individuals
interact in a group, a general need of an individual for
human contact and interaction, play a key role in the
structure of gang-stalking.”
AWARENESS CAN LEAD TO HEALTHY WORK ENVIRONMENT!
Editor E. Malouta –Member of the Staff Cttee 2014-2016
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Dates with the European History

May 1952 – 1954 -the abortive attemptTreaty of European Defense Community

RESOLVED to contribute to the maintenance of peace,
particularly by ensuring the defense of Western Europe
against any aggression, in cooperation with the free nations,
in the spirit of the United Nations Charter, and in close
liaison with organizations having the same purpose;
CONSIDERING that as complete an integration a possible,
compatible with military requirements, of the human and
material elements gathered in their Defense Forces within a
supranational European organization is the most appropriate
means of reaching this goal with all the necessary rapidity
and effectiveness;
CERTAIN that such integration will result in the most
rational and economic utilization of the resources of their
countries, as a result, particularly, of the establishment of a
common budget and of common armament programs;
DETERMINED to ensure in this way the development of their
military power without prejudicing social progress;
DESIROUS to safeguard the spiritual and moral val…
MEN / WOMEN : Anima, Animus
«The best offer» by Giuseppe Tornatore

Some found the film as «one of the best offers of 2013
cinema», «a masterpiece of international cinema». Others
saw a «hitchcockian mystery wrapped in a love story». The
Grouped’Etudes Jung of Paris considered it as a wonderful
example of the fascination that anima* exerts for men…
«I will not do business with a silly, superficial phantom»
shouts Virgil Oldman to the feminine voice into his phone…
A world-class auctioneer and antiques expert imprisoned
in an obsessive lifestyle and fearing women’s look is asked
to evaluate an inheritance.
His passion for hidden
treasures will lead him to the house of a locked young
woman… Away from his antechamber with the frozen
female looks he gets into a discussion with his anima ... He
speaks to her through a closed door, getting more and
more fascinated by Clare...
«So you believe time can make any kind of cohabitation

possible? – Tell your friend to stay calm cause time is
already working on their gearboxes». Robert, his young
technical advisor, assembling a clockwork robot automaton
reassures Virgil: «The pieces are attracting each other»…
«Are you on your own, Sir? –No, I am waiting for someone…»

* Anima: unconscious female aspect of the male psyche,
which needs to be developed or made conscious, to maintain a
balanced connection to the world. The Anima in a man, Jung
maintained, is a mostly personal image of Woman within the
psyche which each man carries with him through life. This image,
or inner psychic reality, is a composition of a man’s experiences
of femininity from childhood on, which is combined also with
ancestral and archaic collective impressions of femininity.
Once the anima is incorporated, she brings the attributes of
feelings, emotions, tenderness, relatedness, commitment and
fidelity, friendship, love and compassion, imagination, gentleness,
romance, creativity, intuition and a sense of aesthetics.
Jung stated that there are four stages in the development of
man’s relationship with the anima. The first (represented by Eve)
is purely instinctual and biological; the second (Helen of Troy) is a
romantic and aesthetic one; the third (Virgin Mary) it shows the
possibility of deep self giving and the birth of intuition while the
fourth one (Sophia) leads to a new form of wisdom in man.
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